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This week, we prepared for the version 2 demo on Friday. At this point, note module is working properly. A user can add a note on webpage he/she wants, and this note is stored our database. There is no trouble in loading notes from database. Moreover, Tag module needs some modifications to make it more usable. Moreover, we did not succeed to put scroll for tabs on message screen. We will try to handle it in a different way next week. Moreover, we are planning to implement user’s friends and user’s groups next week. After that, we are planning to modify modules of the projects according to these implementations.

Individual Reports

Şevket Dokgöz

This week, I have continued to study on dynamic tabs for private chat. We were using dojo library to overcome this issue but we have learned that dojo does not support scrollable tabs so we had to limit the number of private chats that a user can have. But this would not be a final solution of our recently problem, somehow I try to solve this problem, may be using a combo box for waiting private chats.

Uğur Irmak

This week I worked with Mehmet Ali and we succeeded to get the text in the notes and put them on database. The other issue was to handle the updates such like resize reposition and rewrite, these problems were also solved before the version 2 demo successfully.
Mehmet Ali Özkесkin

This was the demo week, so I concentrated on my job which were scheduled for the version 2. Firstly, in tagging part, we had reached the almost final point until last week, and I improved some visual and database part. There were some extra features on the tagged sticky I removed it. When it comes to note part, we worked mostly on leaving note, updating it and loading when the user goes back to the corresponding website. In order to achieve these properties, we made some much modification on the current browser document to reach note and update it. Finally it is all done for the demo about noting and tagging part.

Mustafa Çöçelli

This week, I work on the tab element of the application with Şevket. We try to add scroll element for tabs, however we couldn’t use dojo toolkit for this purpose. We think about a different design for this issue. Hopefully, we try to implement it later. Moreover, I solve the character problems of website’s URLs. Now, we can pull the URL of the websites having character like ‘&’, ‘%’ ...
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